White Privilege and Black Lives Matter—

(Preface: The failure to confront prominent Muslims with African ancestry is totally discrediting. There are no "African" descendant groups in the Islamic Middle East where more slaves were imported for more years than in the Americas where there are over 35 million African descendants of slaves in the U.S. alone and many millions more in the rest of the Americas. The 450,000 Africans brought to the Americas have descendants. In contrast, Islam worked all their slaves to death and prevented reproduction. Where are the 35 million + African descendants of over 500,000 slaves taken to the Islamic Middle East? There was no civil war over slavery in Islamic countries or anywhere else. In the American Civil War, over 620,000 whites died in combat and over 475,000 whites were wounded, and at least 300,000 white soldiers died of diseases—over 1.5 million whites, overwhelmingly Christians, served to bring world slavery to an end, numbers far exceeding the numbers of the original slaves brought here. For every African slave brought to the Americas, more than three (3) whites of the North were killed, wounded or died supporting the war, to end slavery by the Civil War. The South had almost as many whites dead and wounded and their entire social structure, plantation economy, and cities were destroyed—quite a payback, and nothing comparable ever occurred in the worse enslaving Islamic Middle East. Regardless, any group not protesting Islam's murderous slavery, which still goes on sub rosa, more than Western slavery is a fraud. Any African descendant joining Islam is a traitor to humanity and their race, and to the millions of aborted would-be descendants deprived of life by Islam.)

“Instead of calling Caucasians "privileged whites" (like they did not have to work hard and struggle too as if life was always easy), more friends will be made by thanking Caucasians for their past help, their successes and successful ancestors—beginning with the one and a half million North Caucasians who died in combat or in military related deaths and their fifteen million Caucasian supporters of the North, all of whom defeated the slavers of the South in the Civil War. Freedom was not free. Also, instead of parading BLACKLIVESFAILURES, more friends will be made by remembering the thirty million Negroes today who ARE successes having descended from the four million slaves freed by the Caucasians of North America! Maybe more people will want to help positive fully human Negroes or African-Americans than angry, intimidating, exploiting, victimhood cry-baby pigment/melanin obsessed blacks.”

WHITE PRIVILEGE (white affirmative action) AND BLACKLIVESMATTER (black privilege—which IS wanting to do with “black” what white slavers did with “white”)--

THE FARCE IS WITH YOU!

SELF-DELIUED SELF-RIGHTEOUS CELEBRITY-VICTIM-WANNABES DESTROY THE SCHOOL TO GET THE JERKS

BURN DOWN THE BARN TO KILL THE RATS
PATIENTS RUNNING THE ASYLUMS
STUDENTS RUNNING THE SCHOOLS
THE UNTEACHABLE TEACHING THE TEACHERS
THE KNOW-IT-ALLS BEING FOOLS
DISTURBING THE PEACE BECAUSE THEY WERE DISTURBED
ABUSING OTHERS TO PROTEST ABUSE—not only stupid, but entitling the police to do the same...
BLACKS ACTING LIKE SLAVEMASTERS OF WHITES
WHITES FABRICATING THEIR DEPRIVATIONS
COLOR POWER-MAD IDIOTS, just like slavers of old
PROTESTING MISTREATMENT, THEY MISTREAT OTHERS
VULGAR, INSOUCIANT, IGNORANT--EMPTY TYRANTS
THE UNNATURAL RUNNING THE NATURAL
DEFY NATURE TO FEEL Gooooood--TOTALLY INTOLERANT
DISCRIMINATORY STEREOTYPING--NO CONTENT OF CHARACTER
ORGANIZED IDENTICAL RACISMS--DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS
PHILOSOPHICALLY ABSURD--INTELLECTUAL ABUSE
EMOTIONAL ANTI-SOCIAL ACTING OUT--PROMOTING INEQUALITY
VICTIMHOOD SCAMS--HOAXES GALORE--LOUD EMOTING
CREATING PSEUDO-GUILT FOR OTHERS’ UNDERACHIEVEMENT
MUTUAL CONDESCENSION--"BLOC" NOT INDIVIDUALITY
NEITHER TRUTH NOR JUSTICE--ACTUALLY EMBARRASSING
SELF-INFATUATION IMPERIALISM--SUPER-SELF-ENTHUSIASM
SKIN COLOR FASCISTS--VIRTUELESS COLOR ADORATION
NO PRUDENCE, JUSTICE, TEMPERANCE OR FORTITUDE
ACTUALLY ENCOURAGING RACISM, DESPAIR, & IRRESPONSIBILITY
FEEL-GOOD DO-GOOD SOUND-GOOD PARALYSIS INTO NO-GOOD
RIGHTS WITHOUT RESPONSIBILITY--BRUTISH INSTINCTS
DEPENDENCY ENSLAVEMENT--DEMANDING HANDOUTS--OPPORTUNITIES REJECTED--UNEARNED BENEFITS CLAIMED
THE CREATION OF GOVERNMENT SLAVES
DISTURBING THE PEACE WITHOUT CONSEQUENCES
PROMOTING ANARCHY, AND THE LAW does nothing but HIDES,
proving the law and all in it are jokes when anarchy reigns.

Most African Americans (depersonalized as "Blacks") know they are better off in the United States, if they LIVE America’s Life, Liberty, and Pursuit of Happiness by education, family integrity and self development. Virtue filled African Americans know they cannot play the poor-me, victimhood, runaway angry slave crybaby routine because it is just self-paralysis, self-stagnation into virtueless classless loud noise automatically identifiable as willful ignorance and inferiority. As US Representative Louis Stokes would repeatedly say: I have been and lived everywhere else long enough to know there is no place better to be than in the United States—Stop whining. Stop blaming others. Stop blaming slavery which, thank God, got us here. Make the most of it! Get an education. Build your family. Work works! Build yourself and your family! Go to school and learn something. You cannot stand tall without hard work for your family. And, without Loving Truth, nothing works well for long. Acting out your abuse as if entitled will not work and is deservedly self-destructive.

Go for VIRTUE! Be better than they are; not "the same or worse."

VIRTUE MATTERS...color is what white slavers used...

HOAXERS SHOULD GET THE SAME PUNISHMENT THE ALLEGED

PERPETRATORS WOULD HAVE GOT—that should be the law.